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     Advances in technology will continue to reach far 

  into every sector of our economy. Future job and 

   economic growth in industry, defense, transportation,  

agriculture, health care and life sciences is  

   directly related to scientific advancement.
 — Christopher Bond, Politician
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Vision
Spark Centre will support Durham Region and Northumberland County to become a globally 

recognized technology and innovation ecosystem developing competitive, world-class businesses.

Mission
Spark Centre serves technology and innovation entrepreneurs who require knowledge and  

support to launch, develop and grow. We are dedicated to economic growth and sustainability  
in Durham Region and Northumberland County. Through collaboration with funders and  

stakeholders we are building a world-class innovation centre.

Values
Innovate, exude passion, be collaborative, foster teamwork, be transparent, 

live diversity, stay curious, persevere & deliver outstanding service.
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PRESIDENT & CEO
Spark Centre works to enhance startup 
success and build a thriving entrepre-
neurial ecosystem east of the GTA. Our 
mission and impact are rooted in over 
seven years of operation as one of On-
tario’s regional innovation centres and, 
unbeknownst to many, our mandate has 
always been to service Durham Region 
and Northumberland County. Which is 
why joining forces with our neighbours in 
Eastern Ontario makes so much sense 
if we are to grow an area of the province 

that is capable of attracting both innova-
tive startups and the talent necessary to 
sustain them. The East-West migration is 
real and every day those of us in Eastern 
Ontario lose our talent to Toronto and 
destinations West. 

With additional active partners now in  
Cobourg, Belleville and Quinte, Spark  
Centre has developed relationships with 
some of Ontario’s most progressive  
Eastern communities. Working side-by-
side with more than 50 partner organi-
zations we are building the foundations 
for startups to grow. Add to this Spark 
Centre’s expanded network of global con-
nections and the steady arrival of high 
impact startups from around the world, 
and we have the makings of an emerging 
innovation cluster.

Which is why, in early FY2019, Spark 
Centre took the lead on a feasibility 
study at the request of the Idea Summit 
Cabinet, a consortium made up of nine of 

the region’s largest and most innovative 
academic, private, and public sector 
leaders, to investigate whether Durham 
Region and our existing partners had 
sufficient collective will to establish  
Eastern Ontario as a cluster of resourc-
es, capabilities and knowledge.

This group invested both time and 
money to develop the concept, bring-
ing together over 200 individuals and 
organizations. A feasibility study was 

conducted in the Spring of 2018 and the 
development of the Business Plan took 
place in the Fall. What started as the 
pursuit of an innovation hub, developed 
into a regionally-based, technology-led 
economic development strategy that 
spans multiple regions and will deliver 
a programmatic approach to re-imagin-
ing and re-positioning Durham Region 
as an innovation leader. This innovation 
district (currently called the Durham 
Regional Innovation District) will initially 
encompass the eight municipalities of 
Durham Region, and will act as a nucleus 
of innovation to connect the Eastern GTA 
to the broader Eastern Ontario innova-
tion community. As we begin FY2020, 
the Region of Durham has matched the 
funding of the Idea Summit Cabinet and 
is funding the development of a collabora-
tive FedDev application and Spark Centre 
is working with all eight municipalities  
and our neighbours to the East, to pre-
pare a compelling proposal to fund this 
exciting initiative. 

But this is only one element of 
the things that keep us busy at 
Spark Centre. In FY2019, the AVIN 
program started to build traction 
and in late March of this year, the 
Durham RTDS (Regional Technology 
Demonstration Site) hosted our 
first Collision Event at Ontario Tech 
University. Attended by over 300 
people, this event was a show-
case of entrepreneurial talent and 
collaboration.

Speaking of collaboration, I recently 
attended a workshop on building 
innovation clusters and one of the 
speaker’s said “collaboration is the 
jet fuel of innovation”. Well, here’s 
what I think. If collaboration is the jet 
fuel of economic success, Durham 
Region is poised for exponential 
growth. Where else can you see large 
legacy partners working hand-in-glove 
with startups, investors, innovation 
centres like Spark Centre, academic 
institutions, government and private 
stakeholders. Together we are learning 
to design, shape and build a corridor of 
innovation that will address the challeng-
es of the future, helping our region and 
our neighbours East of the GTA, navigate 
economic shifts and prepare for growth in 
tomorrow’s next generation industries.

This years AGM brings founders and 
funders, partners and stakeholders 
together to celebrate innovation. United 
by the concept of “open innovation”, the 
partners in attendance are establishing 
trust, building personal connections,  
identifying shared industry-level challenges 
and establishing a joint ambition to solve 
industry-level challenges. Join us as we 
reshape Eastern Ontario into an emerging 
innovation cluster! 

If collaboration is the jet fuel of economic success, 
Durham Region is poised for exponential growth.
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Regional Innovation 

Centre: Innovation Durham 
Northumberland (IDN) 

is born

��������
Ministry of Research 

and Innovation, MaRS 
and the Region of 
Durham fund IDN

�������
Spark Commercialization

& Innovation Centre is born
Through strategic support 

from City of Oshawa & CORE21, 
Spark Centre launches 

The Loft

��������
Thrive Cohort 1: 

IFTech, Seriously Fun Games, 
Zambah, National Prostaff, 

Tiko 3D, Blancride 
Digital Innovation and 

Technology Portal launches

���
Launch of 

Youth Incubator Program

Ignite Durham Winners
Ignite Durham Winners

IFTech & Sound Options 
win $25k each 

Student Winner 
Electro Optics wins $5k

�������
Spark Centre welcomed 

new President & CEO

����
Spark Centre ignites Partnership 
with Ontario Power Generation

�������
Startup Grind Durham 

Region Chapter is announced


�	������
Spark Centre announces 
global partnership with 

Beijing Future Science Park

��������
Ignite Durham Winners

Healthy Pets, MeetScribe 
& FPrimeC Solutions 

win $25k each
Student Winner
Ominous Games 

wins $5k

��������
Ignite Durham Winners 

Squabble Studios 
& The Mobile 

Experience Company 
win $25k each

���
BIG BANG 

Spark Centre changes 
name from IDN

IFTech & Kela Medical
become Spark clients

Spark Centre mentors
participate in the Guinness
Book of World Records  

Most People Attending a 
Business Speed Networking 

Event – Single Venue at 
OCE Discovery

���
IFTech partners with 
Durham College at 

OCE Discovery

������
Spark Centre expands it’s 

office to Whitby – The Vault

���
Launched Soft

Landing program

����
Launched Creative Spark

Held first Stakeholder 
Meeting & Published 

first Annual Report

��������
Ignite Durham Winners

Dash MD & Hexyoo 
Scientific win $25k each

Student Winner
Ultima Apparel wins $5k

��������
Spark Centre receives National 

recognition via BetaKit & TechVibes

Ignite Durham Winners
National ProStaff & 

Tiko 3D win $25k each 
Student Winner 
Turnkey wins $5k

���
	����

2010 2013
2012

2015 2017
2016

2019
2018 20202014

�����
Spark Centre launches 

First Look: 
Investor Collision

���������
Spark Centre welcomes 

Dream2B start-ups from Brazil

��������
Ignite Durham Winners

Swob, Intelline Inc,
SHARC: Mcmaster University,

Evercloak & Taiga Robotics
win $25k each

Who you are 
tomorrow begins with 

what you do today!

Together our 
FUTURE 

will be even brighter!

��������
Spark Centre moves 

to it’s new home

���
Spark Centre hosts open-house

and official ribbon cutting

Congratulations!
Notable high impact clients, 

National ProStaff (NPS) 
and MobileXCo, 
graduate to new 
Durham Region 

accelerator

�

A rich
HISTORY
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Our TEAM

C A R A  W I T V O E T  / /  C l i e n t  S e r v i c e s  A s s o c i a t e
Cara is a member of the Client Services team and takes over the management of local clients from 
intake to on-boarding. Cara is our onsite Market Intelligence Services point person and dedicates 
her talent to facilities, book-keeping, and general administration. Her attention to the CRM system 
and data management is crucial to reporting. Cara is a key resource for Spark Centre’s co-location 
program and supports workshops, events, and reporting.

K R I S T I N A  S V A N A  / /  D i r e c t o r,  M a r k e t i n g
Kristina is a talented marketer who leads Spark Centre’s marketing organization and manages the 
execution of the overall marketing strategy. Kristina oversees all flagship events such as Ignite, 
Spark Centre’s involvement in OCE Discovery and planned events such as Spark’s monthly Startup 
Grind events. Kristina is helping Spark Centre achieve the audacious growth we expect from our 
clients and is directly responsible for building Spark’s brand as the catalyst of Durham Region’s 
innovation culture.

S H E R R Y  C O L B O U R N E  / /  P r e s i d e n t  &  C E O
Sherry Colbourne is a Canadian entrepreneur with decades of experience in Ontario’s high-tech 
sector. Her career has taken her to the far corners of the world in pursuit of building strategic 
business relationships for the companies she has served. As CEO, Sherry guides the direction and 
growth of Spark Centre and advocates for an international approach to the development of Durham 
Region’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. Sherry is a strong believer that entrepreneurism brings diverse 
cultures and people together and that the opportunity for Durham Region lies in its roots as an 
innovative and diverse Region.

A I M E E  S L A T E R  / /  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  S p e c i a l i s t
Aimee facilitates and drives the development and execution of all internal and external  
communications for Spark Centre. Aimee runs the organization’s social media channels and  
ensures clear and accurate content is constructed for Spark Centre’s website, newsletters  
and internal announcements to ensure the organization’s brand are reflected consistently.

N O V A  O L I P H A N T  / /  C l i e n t  S e r v i c e s  C o - o r d i n a t o r
Nova  coordinates the Start Up Visa (SUV) program, client education workshops, and client  
house events. Her role also includes resident client engagement, on-boarding new international 
clients, and supporting Client Services operations. Nova comes to us with many years of  
operations and customer service experience. She has a heart for the world, history, and travel   
and enjoys giving back to communities. 

M E L A N I E  M A R L E R  / /  D e s i g n  S p e c i a l i s t
Melanie is the Design Specialist for the Marketing team and leads the creative design for Spark 
Centre’s brand. She also provides support for all of Spark Centre’s high potential clients. With an 
accumulated 20 years experience in design, Melanie has been able to hone her design skills  
and gain valuable knowledge of prepress, printing and multimedia allowing her to specialize in  
both the editorial and packaging fields.

M I C H E L L E  S H U R L A N D - J A D O O  / /  
D i r e c t o r,  C l i e n t  S e r v i c e s  &  O p e r a t i o n s
Michelle directs and manages the Client Services team, delivering growth-generating services  
that accelerate clients’ progress through advisory, education, and networking. Michelle provides 
clients with opportunities for funding, connections, and development. She brings insight into  
and generates reporting for funders and internal use, manages the budget and strategy for  
Client Services, and assists with Spark Centre operations.

The staff and advisors at Spark Centre are a network  
of professionals specializing in different areas. We’re here  
to help entrepreneurs start and grow their business.

Craig Loverock Accounting & Finance

Frank Auddino Investment 

Rick McCutcheon Digital Sales

Robert Weese Sales

Marie Wiese eCommerce

Rick Carlstrom Engineering – Clean Tech

Christine Montag Accounting & Finance

Garry Innanen AI, Technology, Sales

Angelo Del Duca Investment

Lubna Tirmizi Technical, Sales – Health

Advisors
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Board of
DIRECTORS

G A R Y  J A R O S Z  / /  C h a i r
Vice President, Global Emissions Systems Inc.
Gary Jarosz has over 30 years experience in IT, communications, and electronics. He is currently  
Vice President at Global Emissions Systems Inc., who design and engineer emissions control 
technologies. Prior to this he held a variety of senior executive roles with Fortune 100 and venture 
backed start ups including IBM Canada Ltd., Xerox Canada Ltd., Sharp Electronics of Canada Ltd., 
PowerCart Systems, Mobile Computing Corporation, and eAssist Global Solutions Canada Inc. 
He had previously served as a Board Director for the Ontario Chamber of Commerce, Bridgepoint 
Health Foundation and Business Advisory Centre Durham.

C H R I S T O P H E R  A L E O N G  / /  D i r e c t o r
Vice President, Commercial & Head of Emerging Markets, Endoceutics
Chris is a forward thinking, strategic and results oriented Global Life Sciences Leader, with experience 
in general management, sales & marketing, strategy formulation, corporate development and  
business optimization. With 20+ years experience in the pharmaceutical and bio-tech industries,  
he has a successful track record of delivering profitable top-line growth and achieving ambitious 
targets in developed and emerging markets. Chris joined Endoceutics, Inc. in 2017, having previously 
served in Executive roles at global multi-national healthcare companies — Sanofi, Abbott and Bayer.

D R O R  N I R  / /  D i r e c t o r
Senior Executive
Dror is a Senior Executive with over two decades of progressive leadership experience in the IoT 
wireless space. Responsible for leading high-performance technical organizations and supporting 
state-of-the-art technology in globally-scaled organizations. He excels at identifying, analyzing  
and capitalizing on growth opportunities. Dror brings a long-standing track record of success  
in international business development, lean thinking and change management initiatives.

J O H N  R U S S E L L  / /  T r e a s u r e r
CEO, Jebbex; Chairman, RBRO Solutions
John Russell is the owner and founder of several companies, but currently focuses his efforts  
towards, Jebbex Inc as President/CEO and RBRO Solutions Inc in the Chairman role. John sits  
on several boards including that of Spark Centre (RIC) and spends much of his time connecting 
organizations with software technology that help to enhance and facilitate day-to-day work.

R O G E R  P A N  / /  O b s e r v e r
Senior Advisor, Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade
Roger Pan is Senior Advisor in the Commercialization and Scale-up Networks Branch of the Ontario 
Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade. In this role, he oversees various initia-
tives that help Ontario’s entrepreneurs and innovators to grow their ventures through commercializing 
new technologies and accelerating the flow of innovative new products and services to the market-
place. He has had lead roles in developing the Regional Innovation Centre (RIC) network that serves 
our Province as well as a number of other significant technology commercialization initiatives.

S I M O N  G I L L  / /  O b s e r v e r
Region of Durham, Director of Economic Development and Tourism
Simon Gill is a strategic leader, speaker and innovator and is currently the Director of Economic  
Development with the Region of Durham. His focus is on building international and local relationships 
to foster economic growth, innovation, and diversification for Durham’s economy. Simon holds a  
certificate in Economic Development and a Bachelor of Commerce degree from Queen’s University. 
Prior to joining Durham Region, Simon was a leader in the global solar industry holding senior-level 
management positions at Ontario Power Generation and SunEdison.

J E N N Y  H U I  / /  D i r e c t o r
Element AI
Jenny is an experienced leader in both corporate and entrepreneurial environments. She has 
invested in several early-staged companies and is currently an advisor to several tech start-ups. 
Jenny is currently focused on opportunities in AI and machine learning. She focuses her effort on 
building out solutions and an ecosystem where AI, machine learning and data science techniques 
benefit everybody and not just those who can afford it. 

T H O M A S  J A N K O W S K I  / /  D i r e c t o r
Chief Digital & Growth Officer, CoinSquare Ltd.
Thomas has firsthand experience in fintech, travel, media and technology. As one of the first Chief 
Digital Officers in Canada, his mandate has always been extremely polymathic and his operational 
oversight often includes come combination of sales, marketing, technology, product, R&D, strategy 
and innovation. He has been responsible for major growth at Fortune 500 enterprises, such as NCR 
and Postmedia and Growth 500 companies, such as FlightNetwork, and most recently, Coinsquare 
(which has been named Canada’s #2 startup by LinkedIn under his helm).

K Y L E  B E N H A M  / /  O b s e r v e r
Director, Economic Development Services at the City of Oshawa
Kyle Benham is currently the Director, Economic Development Services at the City of Oshawa.  
He has over 25 years of municipal and economic development experience focusing on business  
development and strategy. He previously served as the Director of the Milton Innovation Centre,  
the Executive Director at the Burlington Economic Development Corporation and as the  
Director of Business Development and Retention with the City of Toronto. He received his Bachelor  
of Arts degree from the University of California, Berkeley and a Master of Science in Planning  
degree from the University of Toronto. He is a member of the Economic Development Council  
of Ontario (EDCO), the International Economic Development Council (IEDC). 
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R e g i o n  o f  D u r h a m 
Durham Region lies immediately to the east of the City of Toronto within  
the Greater Toronto Area and encompasses an area of approximately 2,590 
square kilometres (1,000 square miles). Regional Council is comprised of  
the Regional Chair and the Mayors and Regional Councillors from the eight 
Area Municipalities. Durham Region is a significant supporter and funder  
of Spark Centre.

M i n i s t r y  o f  E c o n o m i c  D e v e l o p m e n t ,  J o b  C r e a t i o n  &  Tr a d e
The Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade 
supports world-class research, commercialization and innovation taking 
place across Ontario through a range of programs and services like the 
Ontario Research Fund, Innovation Demonstration Fund, Ontario Venture 
Capital Fund and the Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs. The Ministry is the 
primary funder of Spark Centre.

O n t a r i o  N e t w o r k  o f  E n t r e p r e n e u r s 
The Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs was created to bring together the  
various resources for entrepreneurs, so they don’t have to search. The less 
time spent finding and accessing programs and services, the more entrepre-
neurs can focus on “the business of running a business”. Spark is a official 
member of ONE, as are BACD, Durham College, and University of Ontario 
Institute of Technology.

C i t y  o f  O s h a w a 
The City of Oshawa in the largest municipality in Durham region both  
in terms of population and concentration of business activity. The City  
benefits from its diverse economy balanced between value added services 
such as health care, information technology and education along with a  
stable base of advanced manufacturing activity. The city has also seen  
historic levels of physical growth setting development records in each of  
the last five years. The City of Oshawa is a crucial partner, funder and sup-
porter of Spark Centre.

12    2 0 1 9  A N N U A L  R E P O R T

Our Partners help build a thriving innovation economy and robust support  
system for Durham Region and Northumberland County entrepreneurs who are  
contributing to wealth and job creation.

PARTNERSOur
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��
YOUTH

PLACEMENTS

CLIENT FUNDING RAISED

NEW CLIENTS
��

UNIQUE CLIENTS
��

SPARK
EVENTS

EVENT
ATTENDEES21 1,600

57
PAID JOBS

WEBSITE HITS

���
ADVISORY

HOURS

�,���
CLIENTS
FUNDED��

�.��$

�,���
CURRENT
MEMBERS

����������������������������

HIGH POTENTIAL
CLIENTS

��

# OF APPLICANTS
FY201921

WITH IMMIGRATION
APPLICATIONS4

FROM PARTNERS
REFERRALS

3

8
IN RESIDENCE

6
SUV CLIENTS 

12 OF SUPPORT
(ISSUED TO DATE)

LETTERS

���������������

APPLICANT

COUNTRIES

TOP3
IRAN, INDIA & BRAZIL

AVERAGE INTAKE

MONTHLY

2 PER MONTH (AVERAGE)

PROCESSED

10 LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

ISSUED WITH PLANS 

TO BECOME RESIDENTS 

OF SPARK IN FY2020

FUTURE SUV

FY2019 STATS
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MORE!
Our objective is to attract capital, talent, 
and corporates that will join us in breed-
ing the next generation of high growth, 
high-value scale-ups. We are challenging 
ourselves with pressing questions like, 
“How can we attract the very best start-
ups and scale-ups to our region?”, “How 
can we combine our legacy industries 
with new technologies at scale?”, “How 
can we enable and support unprecedent-
ed collaboration at scale?” and “How 
can we accelerate innovation across 
research, corporations, startups and 
beyond?” The answer, we believe, lies in 
building a strong Eastern Ontario Innova-
tion cluster that spans regions as well as 
connects us to global innovators. 

We are working strategically and collab-
oratively as a community to accelerate 
industry shifts and help propel our region 
into the future and fiscal 2019 was the 
catalyst to achieving that growth.

M o r e  G r o w t h 
In February 2019, we said farewell to 
our home inside the beautiful CORE21 
coworking facility in Oshawa. With bigger 
initiatives lined up, it wasn’t long before 
we started to outgrow the space. Our 
new office boasts 9,000 sq. ft. where 
we are now able to create an even larger 

ecosystem for collaboration between our 
clients and partners. We offer private 
offices, boardroom access and large full 
stack event space for our community. 
This transition is an exponential stepping 
stone in our regional strategy to drive 
innovation, investment and job growth in 
Durham Region. 

In September 2018, Spark Centre 
partnered with international venture 
building firm, Dream2B, to host six Bra-
zilian companies for a 4-week, intensive 
soft-landing program at Spark Centre’s 
office in downtown Oshawa. The program 
focused on providing these emerging, 
technology-based companies with the 
opportunity to learn how to establish a 
business in Canada. They received in-
depth workshops from subject experts 
on finance, marketing, sales, investment 
and were provided targeted opportunities 

which was brimmed with health and  
life science startups, angel organizations 
and clinical experts in a collision that 
sparked a now highly sought-after  
event series. 

Ignite, Spark Centre’s most exciting, 
internationally recognized pitch competi-
tion for Canadian technology, innovative 
or inventive entrepreneurs, celebrated 
its sixth year. In 2018, our partnership 
with Ontario Power Generation and 
Beijing Future Science Park expanded 
to bring five exciting categories to our 
entrepreneurial community. We attract-
ed disruptive solutions and cutting-edge 
talent from across Ontario and awarded 
$125,000 to five successful entrepre-
neurs who are currently building out their 

innovative solutions for OPG, Beijing 
Future Science Park and Spark Centre.

More Talent
How do we build out a community of 
inventive, innovative and disruptive  
entrepreneurs? We source them  
where we can find them. Sometimes  
this is in our backyard and sometimes 
this is in global markets. 

to connect with potential customers and 
Canadian investors. 

Of the six companies that landed, three of 
them have actively completed our Startup 
Visa Program and have relocated not only 
their businesses, but their families to 
Durham Region and use Spark Centre as 
their Canadian office. 

M o r e  I n n o v a t i o n
March 2018 was the launch of Spark 
Centre’s inaugural First Look Investor  
Collision. Modeled after the highly 
successful event hosted by RIC Centre 
and the City of Mississauga, First Look 
focused specifically on the Eastern Ontario 
Innovation Corridor. This invite-only 
networking event provided opportunity 
for high potential startups, accredited 
investors and stakeholders of the entre-
preneurial community to come together 
to collaborate with the goal of fostering 
partnerships, growth and development. 

With the success of First Look, AccessIO 
was born — a high energy, high-impact 
investor collision with a focus on big 
industry challenges and curated entre-
preneurs with high potential solutions. 
Lakeridge Health was the first partner 
to host AccessIO in their LHERN Centre 

Spark Centre shares its office with 18 full 
time innovative businesses including local 
entrepreneurs Bernard Gonsalves, CEO of 
FlitePlan — currently prototyping a suite 
of aviation-related software solution-sets 
that seeks to disrupt the status quo of 
legacy mainframe systems — and Sougata 
Pahari, CEO of Korechi Innovations Inc 
— specializing in design of autonomous 
products for use in farm operations and 
turf maintenance. 

Spark Centre is also home to four incredi-
ble innovations straight out of Brazil. 

Cuore Platform — offers superior opera-
tional processes for financial services by 
using disruptive technologies.

Eventelis — facilitates event management 
and planning with an innovative digital 
platform.

Hermes Platform — field operations  
and proactive safety management 
through workflows and AI. 

DataH — helping companies develop lead-
ing-edge, advanced AI-based solutions. 

When you join Spark Centre, you are truly 
joining a global community! Staying true 
to our vision, we will continue to work with 
our community, funders and stakeholders 
to accelerate the growth of innovation and 
technology across the region, enhancing 
Eastern Ontario’s contribution to innova-
tion across Canada.

We went straight into fiscal 2019 chanting our mantra…MORE! We wanted to  
deliver more innovation, more growth and more talent for our region. We succeeded!

We want

With the success of First Look, Access IO was born —  
a high energy, high-impact investor collision with a focus  
on big industry challenges and curated entrepreneurs  
with high potential solutions. 
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WETRAQ
Looking after the 
ones you love

Introducing WeTraq…

WeTraq is a small credit card sized  
tracking device that can be easily  
attached to clothing, handbags and  
more. Unlike other tracking devices,  
it combines GPS, Wi-Fi and cellular  
radio to provide a wider geographical 
footprint and amplify its ability to  
track movement indoors. 

For those prone to falls, WeTraq com-
bines automatic fall detection and an 
SOS button that sends immediate alerts 
to loved ones and care givers in an 
emergency situation. Battery life has 
been optimized for low maintenance 
and WeTraq can last up to 7 days with a 
single charge. 

WeTraq has now been approved as a med-
ical device class 1, recognizing the status 
of the device as a medical device that safe-
guards the owner’s health. As the founders 
wait for their MDEL license from Health 
Canada, they are actively working with 
health insurance companies to discuss the 
manner in which consumers will be able to 
access the device in the market.

Over the past 2 years, WeTraq 
has won several grants for 
funding and they have es-
tablished two new relation-
ships that will enable them 
to expand their reach, 
not only in Canada but, 
globally. Sakstel, a leading 
information and communi-
cations technology provider, 
will be marketing the product 
to their key stakeholders and 
customers and Wetraq’s partnership 
with a manufacturing business in South 
Korea, will give them an opportunity to 
expand their reach into new markets. 

CEO, Ishaan Singla, is excited for the 
future of WeTraq and the life changing 
impact the device will have on, not only on 
those using the device but, those who are 
caring for loved ones and individuals. 

WeTraq is a small credit card sized  
tracking device that can be easily attached  
to clothing, handbags and more. 

It can be a monumental challenge to safeguard the  
vulnerable individuals whose care is entrusted to you. 
You may have a family member, friend or patient  
suffering with dementia who in times of confusion, 
stress or anxiety, may be prone to wandering. You may 
be caring for a loved one with autism or special needs 
whose safety is a priority. Or you may want to avoid the 
frightening situation of losing a child in a crowded mall 
or amusement park.

With over 275 seniors going missing every day in North 
America it is more important than ever that care givers 
have the ability to safe guard those in their care. 

Custom Schedule Alerts
Get updates on where your loved ones 

are on the schedule you choose.

hedulchchh dededul

Geo-fencing
Receive immediate alerts whenever 

your WeTraq device enters or exits your 
customized safe zone.

fef ncncii

SOS Button
Receive alerts on your 

WeTraq Mobile App when your loved 
one presses the SOS Button.

uttoBuBButtttto

Automatic Fall Alerts
Getting help fast in these situations 
could be life saving. WeTraq provides 

automatic fall detection alerts.

Fallic FFaFalll
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CUORE
Formalizing contracts 
from your desk

Example of Current Formalization Process

Bank Prints
2 Copies

Client 1
Signs

Client 2
Signs

Bank
Validates

Bank Scans
& Archives

Client 2 Scans
& Archives

Client 1 Scans
& Archives

Notary Analyzes,
Registers & Stamps

Example of Cuore’s Formalization Process

Bank & Clients
Digitally Sign

Notary
Digitally Stamps

Archive
Digital Document

+

+
With the services of the Cuore platform, 
clients and their partners can formal-
ize contracts in a 100% digital way. No 
more printing routes, signing, ordering 
by couriers for the other parties to sign, 
recognizing signatures of all signatories 
where they keep signatures, registering 
the document in a notary, and physically 
storing the copies. 
 
Being able to formalize contracts without 
having to leave your desk saves both time 

and energy in a simple and practical way 
with complete safety. 

The platform offers access to electronic 
signatures, digital registry services and 
registry with encrypted guard. By fully 
digitizing and automating all operational 
processes, Cuore streamlines the end-
to-end value chain, removing risks and 
costs and speeding up the whole process 
overall. It also brings more transparency in 
a secure environment.
 
The mission of Cuore’s team is to deliver 
an outstanding experience for their cli-
ents, users and related service providers 
and, as experts in the financial markets 
and emerging technologies, they are more 
than able to achieve this.
 
Their first product was recently launched, 
targeting Brazilian Market bureaucracy and 
in this short period, the company has been 
able to engage the 6th largest Brazilian 
bank into a Proof of Concept (POC), sign 
distribution agreements with local groups, 

expand its sales channels and meet with  
regulators to explain how its platform can  
help in the evolution of financial markets. 
 
Over the past year, Cuore has been focus-
ing mainly on the ideation, validation and 
construction of the platform. As part of 
the process, they have spent a lot of time 
researching client journeys, best practices, 
their positioning in the market and how  
they can leverage the advanced technolo-
gies available. Looking forward they will  
be focusing on:
 
•  Estalishing sales traction for the  

recently released platform 
•  Continuing the evolution of the services  

offered by adding new features, releasing 
new products and tapping new markets 

•  Securing the financial resources to ac-
complish all of their goals

Cuore is a platform designed to empower all  
financial agents and their service providers through 
a fully digitized operating process based on  
state-of-the-art document processing technologies. 

The Cuore Difference:
•  Single platform for the entire  

document process
•  Processes specifically designed for  

the financial market
• Easy integration with other systems

Benefits:
•  Much faster contract formalization
• 100% digital experience
•  Drastically reduced operational costs
• Reduced operational risks
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iApotheca works with pharmacies to help drastically reduce the amount of time it takes for pharmacies to reconcile narcotics. 
Through a web based platform, they have helped over 1,000 pharmacies save time and money by improving day to day operations 
by offering solutions to tasks that are time consuming and stressful. These solutions include both Narcotic Reconciliation and a 
Temperature Tracking software module. They will also be bringing Herochat.io, a simple employee scheduling system that uses a 
request-handling chat bot, to market this fall.
 
•   iApotheca has successfully integrated their narcotic reconciliation software into over 1000 pharmacies 

across Canada saving them both time and money
•  iApotheca has created a new product, Herochat.io, that is currently being piloted by 14 different businesses from  

multiple industries

DATA H’s AI Platform helps to transform the accumulated knowledge within a company into AI products and new services with a 
competitive advantage. With the platform, companies can teach their own systems to understand the internal decision-making 
process which, in turn, helps them to scale knowledge and expertise. Data H’s platform has helped to transform some of the largest 
companies in Latin America including the third largest aerospace conglomerate in the world. From idea to deployment, they are 
making Artificial Intelligence a reality without major investment.

•  Data H for the past two consecutive years has been named by RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) as one of the ten 
best Deep Learning teams for radiological solutions in the world 

•  Data H in 2019 became a Singuarity University Global Program Startup with a disruptive solution for public security.

Marketplace Assist serves manufacturers around the world who want to develop global direct-to-consumer brands. By unifying  
the essential functions required to launch and develop an online brand across multiple marketplaces, search and social channels, 
Marketplace Assist is the all-in-one platform for removing the obstacles for selling direct. From AI-driven sales opportunity and  
margin predictions, to automated marketing, to global operational support, we de-risk our manufacturing clients’ go-to-market  
execution and long-term brand development.

• Marketplace Assist launched its first enterprise users in China in Fall 2018
• Marketplace Assist secured government support through sales operations, promotion and subsidies
• Marketplace Assist signed a strategic partnership with an Asian distributor in Summer 2018
• Marketplace Assist is preparing to launch the next major upgrade to the platform in Fall 2019 

Swob™  is an application designed to make it easier for students to find a job and for employers to find the candidates they need 
quickly and simply. For students, it’s a simple matter of using their smartphone, wherever and whenever to search and apply for 
jobs they are interested in. For employers, they have the ability to securely filter through a selection of local candidates at ease.

• Swob launched in the App Store on November 1st 2017
• Swob was the first ever Canadian company to with Sir Richard Branson’s “Pitch to Rich” contest
• Swob won the Spark Ignite Competition and received $25,000 in funding
•  Swob’s Co-Founder Stephanie had the amazing opportunity to be invited onto BNN to discuss the future of hiring  

in the digital world
• This year, Swob launched in Google Play

Korechi Innovations Inc. specializes in the design of Autonomous products for use in farm operations and turf maintenance. Their 
products save time for operators as they carry out the tasks that do not require human ingenuity, improving overall productivity. 
Their featured Autonomous Robot, RoamIO, is enabled with artificial Intelligence and high-precision spatial awareness to automate 
the most mundane tasks in turf and farm care with a high degree of reliability.

• Korechi over the past year have made over $34,000 in sales
•  Korechi have succesffully grown over the past year and have been able to expand their team, adding to the fold  

2 full-time programmers
•  Korechi were invited onto Cityline to showcase RoamIO, reaching over 2 million households and helping to bring credibility  

to their brand

flitePLAN is an Ontario-based start-up founded in 2015. They are currently prototyping a suite of aviation-related software  
solution-sets that seek to disrupt the status quo of legacy mainframe systems. Serving  a global market of 400+ airlines through  
a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform, they are on a mission to “optimize the sky”. The key service highlights are:
 
•   fliteX: Gives flights their most optimized routings, altitudes and speed to save 2% or more in fuel and time. A medium sized 

airline’s fuel bill today is about $1 billion per year
•   fliteGAINS: Helps airlines and air traffic control authorities around the world to manage revenue and costs of $12 billion yearly 

with an Invoicing application and a Business Intelligence platform that address revenue leakage’ to the tune of 1-2% monthly.
•   optiFLIGHT: Provides Pilots and decision-makers with key metrics to detect and execute on inflight fuel savings opportunities as 

they arise, using predictive analytics and machine-learning.
•   fliteTRAX: A global real-time flight tracking capability for airlines to monitor their flights for deviations from their planned route 

due to weather or air traffic control — and better manage the fuel required to safely reach their destination.

Their service offerings are expected to go ‘live’, starting November 2019.




